Wednesday June 24th saw students from Good Shepherd embark on their camp to El Shaddai a Christian Youth Camp. There was much excitement amongst us all and after a slight delay with our bus we arrived at our campsite.

During our stay students had many opportunities to work together in a team and make new friendships. They participated in activities that included rock climbing, archery, vertical challenges, treasure quests, wetland walks and had opportunities to go on a giant swing!

The first night saw a fantastic time had by all at the disco especially when Mr Hausler decided to break out his dance moves! On the second night students participated in a Life and Values seminar about friendships and this was followed by a fantastic movie.

The food was brilliant on camp with many of us trying new foods for the first time. All students were risk-takers and inquirers during their time on camp and we are all so proud of them.

Congratulations students in Year 3,4,5 on a FANTASTIC camp experience.

Mrs Hooker, Mrs John, Mr Haynes and Mr Hausler